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Mountain Bike Instructors Association Announces Partnership with Aspen Skiing Co.
PMBIA to become Official Training Partner for Aspen Snowmass mountain bike instructors
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August 26th, 2019. Whistler, B.C. — The Professional Mountain Bike Instructors
Association announced that it has agreed to a partnership with Aspen Snowmass in
Snowmass Village, CO to become the sole training and certification provider for all Aspen
Snowmass bike park instructors. The PMBIA is already in partnership with many of the
world's finest bike parks, including Whistler Blackcomb, as the sole training and certification
provider and adding Aspen Snowmass to the list will further solidify PMBIA as the global
leader in mountain bike instructor certification.
“Our goal is to bring a new level of consistency and professionalism to MTB instructor
training in Colorado and we're excited at the potential of working with Aspen Snowmass, to
achieve this goal.” said Paul Howard, Technical Director and President at Mountain Bike
Instructors Association.
Entering the second year of a trail expansion project, Snowmass Bike Park continues to
develop as one of the leading mountain bike resort destinations in Colorado. This
partnership with the PMBIA will further solidify them as a destination of choice for mountain
bikers from Colorado and around the world. "We are excited to partner with PMBIA,” said
Kevin Jordan, Snowmass Bike School Manager. “We have a deep culture surrounding

certification in terms of our winter sports and we see PMBIA as providing that necessary
level of education for our coaches in the summer."
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A Global Standard
The PMBIA already provides training and certification around the globe and continues to
strive to create an industry standard with consistent methodology, language and teaching
theory that will allow for higher quality and safer learning environments for students.
Regardless of where people take a lesson, the PMBIA is making the sport safer, easier to
teach and more fun to learn. “We have been working with PMBIA at the bike park here for 2
years and the association has been absolutely great to work with.” said Guy Paulsen,
Mountain Programs Manager, SilverStar Mountain Resort. “The camps are well organized
and always run well and our staff who have taken the PMBIA courses have come out being
fantastic coaches and ambassadors of the sport.”
Partnership Rollout
Certification courses began with the opening of the Snowmass Bike Park in June 2019 and
will continue in 2020. Look to the PMBIA website at www.pmbia.org for scheduling and
registration details.
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